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Isoscalar breathing mode state in Zr and "Sn
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Beams of 96- and 129-MeV a particles were used to excite the giant resonance region in ' Zr and "Sn.
From the analysis of data obtained from 0' to 8', two distinct components of the giant resonance peak
were resolved in each nucleus. The upper component is well described by a distorted-wave Born-
approximation calculation for L =0 exhausting 90% (180%) of the energy weighted sum rule and has
E„=16.2 MeV (15.6 MeV), I = 3.5 MeV (4, 1 MeV) for Zr ("Sn). The nuclear incompressibility is
extracted from these data and from that available for ' 'Sm and ' 'Pb. The lower component is the giant
quadrupole resonance exhausting 66% (84%) of the isoscalar quadrupole sum rule and has F.„=14.0 MeV
(13.2 MeV), I = 3.4 MeV (3.3 MeV) for Zr ("Sn).

NUCLEAH BEACTIONS Zr, Sn(0. , e'), E = 96, 129 MeV. Measured E~,
0(p), giant resonances; deduced I., P, nuclear incompressibility.

, I. INTRODUnION

The hydrodynamical model of the nucleus pre-
dicts fundamental modes of vibration, commonly
referred to as giant resonances. Among the
modes which have-been investigated are the iso-
vector giant dipole resonance (GDR) (J'= I ),
which is the most well known, and the isoscalar
giant quadrupole resonance (GQR) (J'=2'); the
properties of these modes are known for many
nuclei. The isoscalar giant monopole resonance
(GMR) (J =0'), also referred to as the breathing
mode state, has only recently been identified and
is of great interest because its energy is directly
related'~ to the incompressibility of nuclear mat-
ter.

Definitive evidence for the existence of the GMR
has come from our measurements' at small angles
of e particles i.nelastically scattered from ' 'Sm
and ' 'Pb. A distinctive minimum exists in the
angular distribution (at about 4') for a monopole
state which is absent for other multipolarities.
In this paper, extensions of these measurements
to 0', where the cross section for the GMR is a
maximum, are reported, and strong evidence is
presented for the existence of the GMB in "Zr and,
'"Sn. The incompressibility of nuclear matter is
extracted from the location of the GMR and is
compared to random-phase approximation (RPA)
predictions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Beams of 96- and 129-MeV ~ particles from the
Texas AQ8 cyclotron were energy analyzed by a
165' magnet to -50-keV energy spread. The tar-
gets of 'oZr and '"Sn were self-supported, iso-
topically enriched (&959~) metal foils with thick-

nesses of 4.0and6. 3mg/cm', respectively. Inelas-
tically scattered n particles were detected over
an energy range of 65 Me7 with a 1.2-cm-high by
86-cm-long resistive wire proportional counter in
the focal plane of an Enge split-pole magnetic
spectrograph. An overall energy resolution of ap-
proximately 300 ke7 was obtained. The propor-
tional counter was backed by an NE102 scintillator
to provide total energy, as well. as time-of-flight
signals obtained relative to the cyclotron rf.
Energy loss signals from both ends of the propor-
tional counter (AE„b,E,) and the total energy
signal (E) were routed through analog-to-digital
converters (ADC) to the PDP-15 computer after
appropriate amplification and shaping; time-of-
flight signals (TOP) went directly from a time-to-
amplitude converter to an ADC. The ADC's were
gated, and the computer accepted an event only
when all four signals were present. Signals from
the proportional counter were routed through a
pileup inspector, and only events separated by
more than 4 p. sec were accepted. To obtain ac-
curate dead times, CAMAC scalers counted the
number of events rejected by the pileup inspector
and the number rejected while data were being
processed by the ADC's and the computer.

A data acquisition pr ogram was constr ucted to
maximize available counting rates while allowing
proper particle identification over the full length
of the counter. Both 4E~=4E, +b,E, and position
P =BE,/bEr were calculated for each event. The
pulse he ights for AE and E were found to v ary
linearly with position; this could be observed in
two dimensional arrays (b,E vs P and E vs P)
stored in memory. Corrected pulse heights, AE~
and E, independent of position were obtained by
applying a linear correction. The resulting EE'~
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and F. , as well as the TOF events, were stored
in singles arrays.

Particle identification was obtained by setting
software gates on spectra corresponding to the
energy loss (b,E'r) in the proportional counter,
total energy deposited (E') in the scintillator,
and time-of-flight. Only alpha particles, pro-
tons, and deuterons had significant yield in the
region of interest in the spectra (below E„40-
MeV). Although the AEr gate alone was able to
remove essentially all unwanted events, the E' and
TOF gates were maintained for additional discrim-
ination. Two sets of these gates could be set to
collect data in different exit channels. Three
2048 channel position arrays were stored in core,
one into which all incoming signals were routed,
the second and third corresponding to those events
which satisfy conditions on hE'~, E', and TOF.
The o. spectrum was stored in the second position
array and (usually) the 'He spectrum in the third.
With the use of three large data buffers, data
could be processed at about a 3 kHz average rate
without significant losses.

An energy (momentum) calibration over the en-
tire range of the proportional counter was obtained
from the "C(n, ')o"C and "C(a, 'He)"C reactions
taken at several angles. Generally, elastically
scattered o. particles impinged near the high p end
of the counter, while outgoing 'He particles were
observed near the low p end. The beam energy
was calibrated with an analog H2+ beam (E~- ,'E )—
by comparing the relative positions' of peaks from
"Mg(P, P') and '~Mg(P, d) reactions with a thin
(-150 pg/cm') Mg foil enriched to 95% in '4Mg.
The scattering angle was checked by measuring
the crossover of the H(P, P)H with "Mg(P, P')"Mg*
(1.37 MeIt' ). During routine runs, both beam
energy and scattering angle were checked by com-
paring the relative positions of "C(u, n'),
"C(a, 'He), H(o. , n'), and H(o. , 'He)d lines in the
spectra.

Collection of data in the inelastic channel at
small angles required careful preparation of the
slits in both the beam line and the spectrograph,
and proper tuning of the beam optics elements to
remove (or minimize) spurious events. If the
beam was not properly tuned or cleanup slits not
properly set, secondary components could exist
in the beam that appeared as peaks -1-10 MeV
wide in the cy spectrum with up to -30-MeV energy
loss. These could be directly observed by looking
up the beam line with no target in place. Particles
elastically scattered from the target which struck
the edge of the solid-angle defining slits produced
"continuum-like" background throughout the spec-
trum. This spectrum was easily observed with a
high Z target (such as Pb) by moving the focal

plane counter vertically to a position where real
events from the target were absent.

In order to minimize spurious contributions from
the beam, one set of slits was used to restrict
the phase space of the beam before it entered the
165 analyzing magnet, and three sets were used
to clean up the beam after the analyzing magnet.
One set was placed at a beam focus between the
analyzing magnet and a 5' switching magnet; two
sets were placed at foci between the switching mag-
net and the spectrograph.

To minimize scattering from slits, both the beam
cleanup and the solid-angle defining slits were
made of brass just of sufficient thickness to stop
the beam particles, and the edges were polished to
a mirror finish (see Ref. 5). We obtained best
results with slits that had a flat edge and slightly
rounded corners. The beam cleanup slits after
the analyzing magnet and the solid-angle defining
slits at the spectrograph entrance were prepared
in this way. The energy-defining slits at the exit
of the 165' analyzing magnet were made from Ta
with an edge just thick enough to stop the beam
particles. The rest of the slit was made thicker
(x2) to stop or attenuate the p, d, and f produced
in the slits.

Beam preparation proceeded as follows. A
visually aberration-free spot, typically 1 mm high
by 2 mm wide, was obtained at the target with the
beam cleanup slits open. Then with the spectro-
graph positioned at a small angle (typically -1.7')
where extraneous particles coming down the beam
line (but not the primary beam) could enter the
spectrograph, the spectrum was observed with no
target in place. Generally, a large counting rate
of a particles with energy only slightly below that
of the beam was present; the three sets of beam
cleanup slits were then positioned to remove these
pseudobeam events. When the cleanup slits were
allowed to cut the primary beam, strong broad
peaks appeared in the spectrum. In practice,
there was a fairly wide range of settings for each
slit which removed the pseudobeam events but did
not produce other observable background. The
counting rate in the detector after the above pro-
cess was completed was negligible compared to
the inelastic rate at any angle with a target in

place. As a further check, the spectrograph was
moved to 0' and the beam was allowed to enter the
spectrograph but was stopped just before the de-
tector. The spectrum with no target in place had
to be smooth and have a small overall rate (gen-
erally & 100 events/sec for -10 nA of beam).

The small angle measurements (butnot0') used
a double slit made of copper at the entrance to
the spectrograph. The first set had a solid angle
of 0.6'x1.6', while the second had a somewhat
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larger opening and served to catch some particles
scattered from the first set. For measurements
at 0', the beam was passed into the spectrograph
and one set of brass defining slits with an open-
ing of 6.4' horizontally by 3.V' vertically was used.
For light targets (A ~ 40), clean spectra were ob-
tained at 0' with the normal 3' horizontal by 1.5'

vertical opening into the Enge split-pole spectro-
graph; for heavy targets the large number of elas-
tic events impinging upon the edges of the solid-
angle defining slits produced a large smooth back-
ground in the focal plane counter. Opening the
solid-angle defining slits decreased slit scattering
contributions, primarily through the reduction of
elastic events (ohio. sin 8) hitting slit edges, but
also because the solid angle of the slit edges com-
pared to the slit opening was reduced. Opening
the slits well beyond 3 by 1.5' increases aberra-
tions, and could result in particles striking the
magnet pole tips. The most effective settings
were obtained empirically by opening the slits in-
dividually and measuring the ratio of the 3He yield
from "'Pb(n, 'He) reaction to the continuum o,

yield. A broad maximum was apparent in the
yield of real events ('He) relative to the yield of
alpha particles scattered from the solid-angle
defining slits. A careful calibration of the effec-
tive solid angle at 0' was then required and is
described later.

Three different Faraday cups were necessary
in different angle ranges for current integration.
For measurements at 0', a thick Ta plate with i'ts

edge milled at 45 to the focal plane (parallel to the
central rays crossing the focal plane) was placed
immediately in front of the focal plane detector
and served as a Faraday cup. It could be moved
parallel to the focal plane to prevent the beam
from entering the focal plane detector. At angles
other than 0', this Faraday cup blocked elastically
scattered particles from the detector. For angles
1.5 to 4.5', a Ta plate attached to the first of the
copper slits of the double slit insert described
above was used as a Faraday cup. The third
Faraday cup was a curved Ta plate that was posi-
tioned to intercept the beam when data were taken
at angles ~ 5; its edge was kept at a minimum of
2.5 from the beam (when the spectrograph was
at 5', Fig. l). The charge collection in each of
the Faraday cups was monitored with a fixed de-
tector and was generally found to be reliable with-
in the statistical error of the number of events ac-
cumulated in the monitor.

To provide a quick method of verifying the ef-
fective solid angle of the spectrograph, the ab-
solute cross sections for inelastic excitation with
129-MeV alpha particles of the 4.4-, V. V-, and
9.6-MeV states in "C were measured from 0' to

Ta Target Mask

~ Slits + FC For 8 - 4.5
0.6' by 1.6

30

e FC For 8-5'

26.7cm

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the magnetic spectro-
graph scattering chamber illustrating the different
Faraday cups {FC) that are used in different angle
ranges. The Ta target mask is of sufficient width to
prevent beam "halo" particles from entering the
spectrograph.
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FIG. 2. The angular distributions of 4.4- and 7.7-MeV
states as observed in the C(cy, n') reaction at 129-
MeV incident beam energy. Error bars reflecting sta-
tistical uncertainties only are shown for a few repre-
sentative points.

40'. Over the range 6.5' to 40', these cross sec-
tions were measured in a 91-cm scattering cham-
ber using solid-state detectors. The experimental
technique was similar to that described in Ref. 6,
except that particle identification was unnecessary.
Similar measurements were made from 2 to 12
with the Enge split-pole magnetic spectrograph.
The solid-state detector and spectrograph mea-
surements were normalized at five common angles.
A map of the vertical distribution in the focal
plane of events from "C(e,n')"C* (4.44 MeV) and
"C(n, 'He)"C which appear near opposite ends
of the counter was measured to verify that the
image in the focal plane was within the 1.2-cm
height of the detector. To define the effective
solid angle for the slit opening used at 0', the
"C yield at 9' with the large slit opening (6.4'
x3.7') was measured and compared to that obtained
by averaging the angular distribution over the
6.4' horizontal opening. The "C cross sections
obtained from 0 to 40 for the 4.4- and V. V-MeV
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TABLE I. Transition probabilities (in single particle units) obtained for low lying states.
B(E)) values were obtained in the manner described by Bernstein (method IQ using a Fermi
matter distribution with B~~,=1.2A. ~ fm.

Nucleus
En

(Meg
Eexc

(Me~
pub
(fm)

&(El)
(spu)

a(EJ )(Em) ' B(EI)(~, ~') '
(spu) (spu)

90Zr

80Zr
ifeSn
116Sn

96

96
129
129

2.19

2.75
1.29
2.27

3
2+

3

0.42

0.77
0.68
0.88

4.0

15.6
13.6
25.2

3.5 &1.3
6.8 +1.0

32.0 ~1.0
12.0 + 1.6
15 +4

5.7 +1.7
3.7 + 0.6

20.0 + 1.6

24.2 +3.6

' A. M. Bernstein, Adv. Nucl. Phys. 3, 325 (1969), unless otherwise noted.
b The errors are estimated to be +15%.' P. H. Stelson and F. K. McGowan, Phys. Hev. 110, 489 (1958).

states are shown in Fig. 2. The efficiency of the
detection system in the spectrograph for the 129-
MeV data runs was then monitored by short (-5
min. ) "C runs taken at the same angle as the data
runs.

The absolute normalization of the 96-MeV
9OZr(o, , n') data taken over the angular range
3'-7' in the spectrograph was checked by normal-
izing the cross sections of the two low lying states
at 2.19 MeV (2+) and 2. 75 Me V (3 ) to optical mo-
del calculations, which were in turn normalized to
solid-state detector data taken over the angular
range of 9' to 57' (Ref. 5). The cross sections
for two low lying '"Sn states (1.29 MeV 2' and
2.27 MeV 3 ) were similarly checked at 129 MeV. .
Parameters extracted for the low lying states are
summarized in Table I and are in good agreement
with those obtained by others.

The differential cross sections obtained for
"Zr are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of center
of mass angle. The error bars on the data points
arethe mean square deviation and hence do not
account for uncertainties in the choice of back-
ground. The uncertainties in the absolute cross

I I«- soZr(. , u)
eL= 0'

~ 45—
E

b~ 30—LLJ

Ol

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Figure 3 shows the spectra taken at 0' (displayed
on an energy scale) for "Zr and '"Sn. The dashed
line indicates the assumed shape of the continuum
that was subtracted as background.

The giant resonance region of "Zr at six angles
from 3' to 8' (after subtraction of the continuum)
is shown in Fig. 4. Two Gaussians shown super-
imposed on the data were fitted to the giant reso-
nance peak simultaneously at all angles measured
using a least squares technique. The widths and
excitation energies of the upper and lower peaks
were varied simultaneously at all angles, while
the amplitudes were varied independently. The
fitting procedure used was that of Mathews and
Walker. ' Uncertainties of the peak parameters
(centroid, width, and amplitude) which corres-
pond to the variance or mean square deviation of
those parameters were obtained from appropriate
elements of the error matrix.

I I80—
'~ Sn(u u')

8L= Q'

60—

~ 40—
1 m

60 50 40 30 20 IO

EXCITATION ENERGY {MGV)

FIG. 3. Spectra of inelastically scattered n particles
from Zr and 88n at 0', with elastics (beam) and a
few MeV of low excitation blocked by the beam stop.
The dashed lines represent the assumed shape of the
underlying continuum subtracted as background for
peak analysis. Kinematic limits for o. particles from
5Li and He breakup are shown.
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. FIG. 4. Structure of the GR region in Zr (after subtraction of the continuum) with the two-peak fits superimposed.
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FIG. G. Angular distributions for the two components
of the giant resonance peak. in Zr obtained by a mul-
tiple spectrum fitting routine (see text). The solid dots
are for the lower excitation component (QQH) while the
open circles are for the higher excitation component
(GMH). The error bars on the cross sections represent
the statistical errors only.

tSIP.
24 22 20 l8 l6 l 4 12 l0

EXCITATION ENERGY (MeV)

FIG. 6. Portions of the spectra of 129-MeV ~ par-
ticles inelastically scattered from Zr taken at 0
and 4' after subtraction of the continuum. The solid
lines indicate the GQR and GMB components and their
sum for each spectrum.
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FIG. 7. Structure of the GB region in ' Sn (after subtraction of the continuum) with two-component fits superimposed.

sections are quite large, -30%, because of uncer-
tainties in background and peak decomposition.
The uncertainties given on the excitation energy
and width include deviations due to the various
background choices as well as uncertainties in the
energy calibration. Fits to the giant resonance re-
gion of "Zr for the 129-MeV data are shown in
Fig. 6 and yield peak parameters in agreement
with those from the 96-MeV data. A similar analy-
sis of the '"Sn data yielded the results shown in
Figs. 7 and 8.

Distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA)
calculations were made using the computer code
D%UCK, modified to calculate form factors for
monopole and dipole transitions. The optical mo-
del parameters used were obtained from the analy-
sis of elastic scattering data and are given in
Table H. A standard collective form factor includ-
ing Coulomb excitation was used for L, » 2 (i.e. ,
derivative of the optical potential). The form
factor (including Coulomb excitation) suggested
by Satchler' was used for the QDH calcul"tions
(see also Ref. 6).

The transition operator for excitation of a GMR
ls

V = V, (r)P, 1"„(n).

which exhausts the. energy weighted sum rule
(ZWSR),

20m~:"'=
3& 2m',

IOO—
' Sn{a,a'j l29MeV

!00

,
IO-

Satchler' has obtained form factors (U, ) corres-
ponding to two models of the GMH. The first
(version l) is a compressional or breathing mode
where

P, = 3fr,(r) r-—d V,(r)
0 2 6 8

ec.m. {deg)

10 l2

O', = V+iW is the optical model potential utilized
in the entrance and exit channels. For such a
monopole state located at an excitation energy E„

FIG. 8. Angular distributions for the two components
of the giant resonance peak in ' SSn obtained by a mul-
tiple spectrum fitting routine. The 0' points have been
corrected for the large solid angle. See Fig. 5 caption.
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TABLE II. Optical model parameters.

Nucleus (MeV) (MeV)
W

(Me V)

t'p

(fm)
Qp

(fm)
&c

Data
angle
range

~zr
«6Sn

96
129

45.7
60.8

27.7
40.9

1.50
1.40

0.70
0.73

1.30
1.35

(9'-57')
(12'-50')

TABLE III. Param. eters of the GMR and GQR. The er-
rors in this table are estimates of a most probable error
and are all greater than the statistical errors.

Ep+
(MeV)

I"p+ EA ~~ K~
(Mev) (Me V) K%SR (%) {Mev)

~PZr 16.2 +0.5
«6Sn 15.6 +0.3
i44Sm 14,8+0.3
2PsPb 13 7~0 4

3.5 + 0.3
4.1 + 0.3
2.9 ~0.2
3.0 +0.5

90+25 117+4
180+60 129+5

85 ~25 134+5
90+25 147+ 9

{MeV)

I + E~'~'
(Me V) (Me V) E%SH (%)

Zr 14.0 +0.2
«esn 13.2+0.2
~44Sm 12.4+0.2

Pb 11.0 +0.2

3.4 6 0.2
3.3 +0.2
2.3 + 0.2
2.7 + 0.3

63
64
65
65

66 +20
84+ 25

100 +30
105+30

The above form factor was used for the GMB cal-
culations presented in this work. Satchler' also
obtained the form factor corresponding to a de-
formation of the nuclear surface (version II). In
this model both the form factor and EWSR (for P,')
are dependent upon the nuclear diffuseness and
radius; for a uniform distribution version II
reduces to version I. DWBA calculations with
version II resulted in angular distribution shapes
virtually identical with those of version I; predic-
ted cross sections with version II were from 1.5
to 2.0 times smaller than those of version I.

DWBA predictions are shown superimposed on
the data in Figs. 5 and 8. The lower excitation
component of the giant resonance (GR) peak in both
nuclei is fitted well by an I.=2 calculation and is
the GQR. The higher excitation component, fitted
well by I.=O, is the GMR. The calculated cross
section for the GDR exhausting 100% of the EWSR
is approximately an order of magnitude smaller
than the observed GMR cross section. The param-
eters obtained for the two components of the giant
resonance peak along with our current results'
for Sm and 8Pb are summarized in Table III.

The 'OZr data reported in Ref. 6 (taken from 13'
to 28') were reanalyzed assuming two peaks having
the widths and energies given in Table III. The
cross sections obtained for the GQR and GMR from
this analysis corresponded to -52% of the E2 EWSR

and -100% of the EO EWSR respectively, consistent
with the small angle data. The angular distribu-
tions were not particularly well fitted at these
larger angles. The GMR EWSR fraction obtained
for '"Sn (180+60%) is somewhat outside the sum-
rule limit. Although the uncertainty quoted allows
for variation of both background and peak decom-
position, significantly different GMR cross sec-
tions could result if the GQR peak were not Gaus-
sian, or if it had a high energy tail. Differing
sets of optical parameters also have been found
to give somewhat different GMR cross sections.
In any case, the accuracy of DWBA predictions
for the monopole resonance has not been estab-
lished as the form factors can be tested only on
the GMH, and it has not been observed with other
techniques.

IV. DISCUSSION

Other experimental information on the GMR
is rather limited. As the GMR overlaps almost
completely with the GDB, experiments which ex-
cite the GDR provide, at best, ambiguous results.
Analyses of electron scattering data from Sendai
have shown that for both "Zr (Ref. 10) and '"Pb
(Ref. 11) the GDR strength estimated from the
Steinwedel-Jensen model exhausts all of the ex-
perimental strength in the region. The GDR
strength estimated from the Goldhaber- Teller
model is much smaller, however, and the data
are nicely fitted by a combination of the GDR and
the GMH exhausting essentially the full sum-rule
strength. The energies and widths extracted for
the GMR for eoZr and '"Pb by the Sendai group-
agree with the results reported here. Pitthan
et gl."studied the effects of- different models
for the form factor on the analysis of electron
scattering data taken on ' 'Ce and reached much
the same conclusion, although they argue for the
use of the Myers-Swiatecki form factor, which
better reproduces the mass dependence of the
GDB energy and leaves little room for a monopole
contribution. Further work is clearly needed be-
fore estimates of the GDR strength in electron
scattering can be done with sufficient reliability
to allow extraction of properties of the underlying
GMB.

In a reanalysis of existing (p, p ) data, Bertrand
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et gl. ,"utilizing recent estimates of the isovector
part of the proton-nucleus interaction, have shown
that their published (P, P') data are consistent with
a GMR at approximately the position of the GDR in
208Pb l44S m 120S 90Sn, Zr, and several other nuclei.
The energies and widths extracted agree with
those from this study (within the errors) except
for "Zr, where the energy of Bertrand et ai.
is slightly higher. As they must subtract the GDB
contribution and work with data having relatively
poor statistical accuracy, their uncertainties are
quite large.

The incompressibility K„(or compression modu-
lus) of nuclear matter is defined by'

cf
nm f 7p 2

TABLE Coeffl. clients of the terms in the liquid drop
~ ~

expression for compressibility (Me V).

Exp ~A ~ /1 D1 SEA S~ Sln

+yp] 236 240 190 228 263 325 356
-550 -533 -300 -315 -394 -513 -568

SfIN -526 -500 -500 -610 -580 -630

' The errors onerrors on Eypl and g~ terms are e t ted t b
0 an 5%, respectively. The E~ term is small, al-

most negligible, and hence cannot be determined. The
data are equally well fitted by E ~ in the range 0 t
-850.

ThiThis is a fit to the EA values calculated from the ex-
citation energies of Bef. 15 by the same procedure as the

' Reference l.

The compressibility y is then related to the K
by

9
X=

PKflfll

where p is the density of nuclear matter. For a
finite nucleus the incompressibility can be defined
similarly as'

, d2(Z/A)
0

0

where r, is the root-mean-square radius.
The incompressibility of a finite nucleus differs

from that of nuclear matter by surface, Coulomb,
and symmetry effects. Using the %eizsacker ex-
pression for E/A in Eq. (3), K„can be param-
etrized as

(N z)'
)

where g„ol corresponds to g„~. The coefficients in
Eq. (4) can be viewed as second derivatives withre-
spect to r of corresponding coefficients in the mass
equation. Unfortunately, the derivatives of the
coefficients in the mass equation cannot be evalua-
ted with sufficient accuracy to obtain meaningful
estimates of K,„„,K,„,and K„„(orK ).

K„can be related to the energy of the GMR by"
(5)

w ere ro is the root-mean-square nucleon radiuswher
(taken to be 0.96A'~' fm) and m is the nucleon
mass.

Another commonly used relationship between the
breathing mode energy and the incompressibility
is that obtained for a liquid drop. Imposing the
boundary condition that the change in density at the
surface vanishes, the energy of the lowest com-
pression made of a liquid drop can be related to
the compression modulus K by'4

(6)

where Bo is the equilibrium radius of the liquid
drop and is related to the root-mean-square
radius r ' = —'dius r, =-,R, . For heavy nuclei K obtained
from expression (6) is close to K„. By compari-
son of Eqs. (5) and (6), it is clear that K = (15/v')K
—] 59 ~. K~A; one must be careful to specify which

A

incompressibility is being used. The values for
g„obtained from the present data are summarized
in Table III. Taking Kc ='Z'e'/y A ~~ with r

fm, Eq. (4) was fitted to the values of
Coul

E„in Table III in an attempt to estimate the coef-
ficients in (4) from the A dependence of K„. The
results of the best fit obtained to the calculated
E„are given in Table IV, the resulting g„=236
MeV. These results are in agreement with the
predictions of .Pandharipande, "where the values
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FIG. 9. Plot of the experimental values for the excita-
tion energy of the GMH times A ~ versus A (dotted
area). Also shown are various BPA pr d' tions. Sym-
bols are the same as those in Table IV.
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in the table are the results of our fit to his re-
normalized data with the symmetry term included.
Bohigas et al. ' show that the incompressibility
of nuclear matter can be approximately related to
that of a finite nucleus by K„=K„+63 (y +1) MeV,
where y is the value of the power in the density de-
pendence of a Skyrme type force. Investigating
these properties, they have shown that the ener-
gies of the GQR and GMR can be reproduced if
the value of y is reduced from y =1 (for a pure
Skyrme) to y= —', . The value of &„ obtained in this
fashion from the data is K„=215 MeV.

In Fig. 9, the experimental values for the energy
(E) of the GMR times A'" for Zr, Sn, Sm, and
Pb are plotted with respect to A along with the
results of various RPA calculations of Blaizot
et a/. ' The data points lie in the region of the
finite range predictions of the B& and Dl interac-
tions resulting in K„=200 MeV, well below the
predictions of the pure Skyrme type interactions.
Although the errors are relatively large, the pre-
dicted A dependence of the GMR energy does not
appear to follow the data. The A dependence of

Eg' ' for the QMR is well reproduced by the re-
sults of Pandharipande is

It is clear that additional experiments are nec-
essary to establish more accurately the param-
eters of the GMR. Particularly, knowledge of its
location in lighter nuclei would permit a better
determination of the mass dependence of the in-
compressibility; comparisons of experimental
results from several reactions should better es-
tablish its strength.
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